Plattform der Sustainable Convergence of Iranians – S.C. Iranians
Hamgaraie Paydare Iranian-HAMPA

Dear Iranians,
When we take a look at the history of Iran, we will see that our society was only able to thrive and develop itself in times,
when the different parts of society came close together and acted as one, in solidarity and regardless of their political views
and religious affiliations.
Now that the people of Iran literally demand a further development, it seems as such a time has come again and therefore it
is necessary to accompany this process of national convergence and thus build a ground for its sustainability.
In thankful corporation with all previous efforts we want to create a space called “Hamgaraie paydare iraniyan” ‒ Platform of
sustainable convergence of Iranians ‒ in short: HAMPA, and we would like to invite all Iranians, who think of such a space
in the sense of good thoughts, good words and good deeds , to be part of this process of convergence. Because only
empathy, cooperation and coordination can lead us to our mutual goal: the development of Iran.
The establishment of HAMPA is our commitment to the protection and realization of the human rights, civil rights, and the
development of individual and societal freedoms, the defense of the independence and integrity of Iran. Our goal is to be
party of the cultural development, the progress of Iran and the all surrounding empathy.
HAMPA is an independent, civil institution, whose members all have the same rights.
The fundament of this space is mutual respect and general humanity and moral. Those who agree with the basics of
HAMPA and accept the strategies and approved rules can be part of this space as a convergent member.
All activities of HAMPA are open and transparent and will be published on the official website. The responsibility for these
activities lies within the coordination workgroup.
HAMPA commits itself to analyze the extent and specialties of sustainable convergence, to recognize obstacles and to find
ways to overcome them.This commitment includes to introduce HAMPA to the Iranians and to invite them to be part of it, to
create work groups, hold conferences and discussions and to publish all of their results.
den Bemühungen und Aktivitäten einzuladen, Arbeitsgruppen zu bilden, offene Tagungen und The constitutive
fundamentals of HAMPA are the following:
1- We believe in human rights and national rights and in the need to use these rights. This especially includes the right of
controversial and mutual opinions and thoughts. We feel obliged to fight the infringement of these rights.
2- Not only humans, but also other creatures and the nature have rights and are worthy to be protected. The struggle for
sustainability and the protection of the earth, as our home, is our duty.
3- Die activities of HAMPA are focused on the individual and societal freedom, independence
and development of Iran.
4- Freedom of thought and religious freedoms are indisputable rights of every individual. It is necessary that these rights are
protected by the society and the government. For that reason we are against a state religion.
5- The only legitimation of each state is based on the free will of the people. We demand a human rights based, laicistic
state, a regulated government, an independent and just judicative and a freely elected parliament, that is capable to act.
6- We are for peace and the peaceful coexistence of all people. We are against any politics, which propagate wars and
conflicts in any way.
7- We are against any act of violence to resolve political and societal conflicts and problems.
8- With respect for life, we are against each punishment that results in physical disabilities,
namely the capital punishment, mutilation and corporal punishment. Additionally judicial justice can only be achieved by just
hearings and processes.
9- HAMPA believes that for a sustainable convergence among Iranians, efforts for mutual
understanding through dialog and open discussions are necessary.
10- The sustainable national convergence means the abolishment of all social discrimination on grounds of sexuality,
ethnicity and religion. Social justice is an important criterion for the abolishment of all social discrimination.

